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Cashier

Date posted
May 20, 2019

Description
Our Mill Valley store is currently looking for a Part Time Cashier.

APPLY
< BACK>

Cashiering at Good Earth is a great position for someone who loves people and
loves being of service. This position utilizes the skills of multitasking, ringing
customers up quickly and accurately, familiarity with a variety of organic fruits and
vegetables and some knowledge of organic and natural foods. Our store
specializes in organic foods and relies on caring and knowledgeable customer
service. We are looking for folks who love people and the art of giving great
service, and who care about food quality and health!
We are Marin’s only independent, full-service, community-based organic &
natural grocery stores. We are devoted to healing our food production system,
our ecosystem, and sustaining healthy human bodies! We are a highly positive
work culture, always seeking to grow and be great for each other and our
community. Come play a role in supporting our goals and our community!

Responsibilities
* Warm and enthusiastic customer service
* Ring up orders efficiently and accurately
* Maintain a balanced till
* Bagging orders
* Cleaning and organizing stations

Qualifications
* Solid proven experience in high volume customer service
* Good with numbers and memorizing numbers
* Interest in or passion for organic food and health
* Ability to be on feet all day and use upper body constantly
* Fluent English required

Benefits
For our Full-Time Employees, we offer:
* Profit Share Bonuses
* Medical, dental and vision plans
* Paid Time Off
* 25% storewide discount
* 401k benefit
For our Part-Time Employees, we offer:
* Profit Share Bonuses
* Paid Time Off
* 15% storewide discount
* 401k benefit

Employment Type
Part Time

Working Hours
This position is Mixed shifts, Both weekend days required.
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Location
Mill Valley
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